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Unit Faculty Presenting at the 2014 January Conference 

 

 

Diane Kuthy Art, Art History, Art Education 
Elizabeth Berquist Special Education 
Bill Sadera Educational Technology and Literacy 
Sarah Lohnes Watulak Educational Technology and Literacy 
Kathleen Gould Health Science 
Colleen Ebacher Foreign Language 
Wendy Gibson College of Education – Innovation Lab 
Qing Li Educational Technology and Literacy 
Suzanne Obenshain Educational Technology and Literacy 
Barbara Steele Early Childhood Education 
Niya Werts Health 
David Robinson Educational Technology and Literacy 
David Wizer Educational Technology and Literacy 
 

 

Office of Academic Innovation: Innovation in Teaching Awards: 

• Dr. Elizabeth Berquist – Special Education Department 
• Dr. Kathleen Gould – Health Science Department 



January 15, 2014

www.towson.edu/januaryconference
Twitter: Follow @TUJanCon 
Tweet #TUJanCon
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I arrived on campus almost exactly a year ago, and on that day—January 14, 
2013 — we created our Office of Academic Innovation. In the ensuing year, 
we have made great strides in addressing the challenges that we have set for 
ourselves with regard to adapting and transforming the way we teach and 
learn at Towson. The superordinate goal of promoting student success through 
increased academic achievement continues to be a major focus for all of our 
efforts.

If academic achievement and student success are to be attained by every 
Towson student, then we need to personalize and individualize our efforts 
for each of our students as much as possible. Such is the thinking behind this 
year’s January Conference — University of One: Transforming Traditions to 
Reach Every Student. We are particularly fortunate to have Dr. David Rose, 
an expert on creating instructional methods, materials and assessments that 
provide flexible approaches to curriculum design, to headline the confer-
ence and help us think about individualized and personalized approaches to 
teaching and learning.

I encourage you to immerse yourself in today’s event, and I look forward to 
honoring with you the first recipients of our Innovation in Teaching Awards – 
individuals who have taken to heart the need to promote individual student 
learning and success, and who have developed new and innovative pedagogies 
to achieve this worthy goal.

Thank you for being part of the conference. The continuing interest that you 
show in the effectiveness of your teaching to foster outstanding student 
learning, achievement and success is deeply appreciated. While Towson is 
much more than a teaching institution, highly effective teaching and inspired 
learning lie at the heart of who we are and what we do. And resting on our 
laurels is very much who we are not!

Best wishes for another outstanding conference.

Timothy J. L. Chandler, Ph.D. 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Welcome from the Office of the Provost
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Continental Breakfast 8 – 8:45 a.m.
Pick up breakfast in UU 305; dine in Chesapeake Rooms

Conference Welcome  8:45 – 9 a.m.
Chesapeake Rooms

Welcome & Keynote Address 9 – 10 a.m.
Chesapeake Rooms

Five Minute Break/Exhibits Open 10 – 10:05 a.m.
Interactive Room opens and is available for the rest of the conference in UU 314 – 316

Visit the Center for Student Diversity Open House until 2 p.m. in UU 313 

Concurrent Sessions I 10:05 – 10:50 a.m.

Mobilizing Learning: Easy Cell Phone Apps to Transform  Chesapeake I 
Student Consumers into Content Creators

Ripped from the Headlines: Real World Experiential Learning  Chesapeake II 
in Forensic Sciences 

Coming Attractions: New Universal Design for Learning Tools  Chesapeake III 
and Techniques from the Laboratory and from the Classroom

Reading: A Tried and True Innovative Teaching Method  UU 306

10 Minute Break 10:50 – 11 a.m.

January Conference Schedule
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Concurrent Sessions II 11 – 11:45 a.m.

Creativity in the Classroom: Interdisciplinary Experiences  Chesapeake I 
and Workshops Inspired By the Artistic Avant-Garde to  
Spark Creativity and Innovation

Evaluating Internships: Effectively Adapting Curricula & Chesapeake II  
Harnessing Campus Resources to Address Industry-Specific Needs 

UDL Principles in Action  Chesapeake III

Online Problem Based Learning and Content Knowledge Change UU 306

Interactive Room Faculty Sharing Circles UU 314 – 316

Lunch Pick Up 11:45 a.m. – Noon
Pick up lunch in UU 305 and return to Chesapeake Rooms
If you requested or prefer a vegetarian meal, go to UU 305 where vegetarian options are available. 
If you requested a kosher, gluten free or other special dietary meal, go to the back of Chesapeake I.

Lunch and Presentation of the  Noon – 12:25 p.m. 
OAI Innovation in Teaching Awards 
Chesapeake Rooms

Student Panel 12:30 – 1:10 p.m.
Chesapeake Rooms

Five Minute Break 1:10 – 1:15 p.m.

Concurrent Sessions III 1:15 – 2 p.m.

Integrating Authentic Research into Undergraduate  Chesapeake I 
Laboratory Classes

Gaming the System: How Gamification Changes our World  Chesapeake II

Strategies for Transforming Face-to-Face Courses to Hybrid  Chesapeake III 
or Fully Online Courses 

Cook Librarians Flipped the Classroom, and So Can You!  UU 306

January Conference Schedule
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Keynote Speaker: 
David H. Rose, Ed.D.,  
Founder and Chief Education Officer, CAST

Rethinking University  
Teaching in the Digital Age:  
Raising Standards,  
Lowering Standardization

Digital technologies are radically changing the landscape of teaching and 
learning. On one hand, new imaging technologies reveal radical individual 
differences in the human brain. On the other, new media technologies allow 
us to design powerful new media for teaching and learning that are flexible 
enough to meet the challenges of those individual differences. The merging 
of those two advances opens opportunities for university teaching that can 
raise standards but also raise expectations for a more diverse population. This 
presentation will focus on a framework — Universal Design for Learning — for 
optimizing the intersection of learning sciences and new media. 

About the speaker: Dr. David Rose is a developmental neuropsychologist and 
educator whose primary focus is on the development of new technologies for 
learning. Dr. Rose co-founded CAST, a nonprofit research and development 
organization whose mission is to improve education for all learners through 
innovative uses of modern multimedia technology and contemporary research 
in the cognitive neurosciences. That work has grown into the field called 
Universal Design for Learning, which now influences educational policy and 
practice throughout the United States and internationally. 

http://www.cast.org

Keynote Address Chesapeake Rooms
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Try a variety of instructional technologies and practices in the January Confer-
ence Interactive Room. The interactive room is segmented to highlight three 
different concepts: collaboration and communication, engagement and feed-
back, and the classroom of the future.

Visit faculty Sharing Circles from 11 – 11:45 a.m. to chat with faculty experts 
about engaging students and providing feedback to students using diverse 
instructional practices and technologies. 

Stations in the Interactive Room include:

• Communication & Collaboration (Air Media, Apple TV, 
Webex, Padlet, Google Drive, TU Lecture Capture)

• Classroom of the Future (3D Projector, MondoPad, 
annotation technologies, active learning seating)

• Engagement & Feedback (Games for learning,  
faculty sharing circles, Smart Pen)

Interactive Room UU 314-316 · 10 a.m. – 2 p.m.
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Concurrent Sessions I 10:05 – 10:50 a.m.

Mobilizing Learning: Easy Cell Phone Apps  Chesapeake I 
to Transform Student Consumers into Content Creators 
PRESENTERS:
Ms. Diane Kuthy,  
Art+Design, Art History, Art Education

Ms. Lynn Tomlinson,  
Art+Design, Art History, Art Education

Integrating mobile apps into classroom projects puts 
powerful but simple tools at students’ fingertips, 
enhancing learning for all students. Two faculty mem-
bers share their classroom experiences with Pinterest, 
an online bulletin board for collecting and sharing 
resources; and OSnap, a time lapse photography and 
stop-motion animation program. This presentation cul-
minates in a discussion of integrating these cell phone 
apps into workshop participants’ teaching contexts.

Ripped from the Headlines:  Chesapeake II 
Real World Experiential Learning in Forensic Sciences 
PRESENTERS:
Innovation in Teaching Award Winner
Dr. Dana Kollmann,  
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminal Justice

Students in the presenters’ forensic science and related 
courses work directly with law enforcement to recover 
evidence, as well as to search, examine and recover 
human remains. These class-embedded experiential 
learning opportunities help students to gain necessary 
practical experience, engage with course material, 
and apply knowledge gained in the classroom. In 
addition, diverse student learners are provided with an 
alternative method of information dissemination and 
reception. The presenter will share her recommenda-
tions and results with this teaching method.
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Concurrent Sessions I 10:05 – 10:50 a.m.

Coming Attractions:  Chesapeake III 
New Universal Design for Learning Tools and Techniques  
from the Laboratory and from the Classroom
PRESENTERS:
Keynote Speaker Dr. David H. Rose This session, a follow-up to the keynote, will provide an 

opportunity to talk about the future of Universal Design 
for Learning. As a vehicle for discussion, Dr. Rose will 
present new tools, new findings, and new ideas from 
the research underway at CAST. Please come prepared 
to discuss, challenge, contribute and evaluate.

Reading: A Tried and True Innovative Teaching Method  UU 306

PRESENTERS:
Dr. Catherine Breneman,  
Family Studies and Community Development

Dr. Bethany Willis Hepp,  
Family Studies and Community Development 

This presentation will focus on an assignment in which 
students chose a nonfiction text to which they applied 
course concepts using critical analysis. Research results 
pertaining to student perceptions of the assign-
ment, the value of reading, attitudes about reading 
requirements, and reading behaviors will be discussed. 
Preliminary data suggests that students enjoy reading 
for leisure and have an interest in reading more. Assign-
ment details and grading criteria will be made available.
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Concurrent Sessions II 11 – 11:45 a.m.

Creativity in the Classroom:  Chesapeake I 
Interdisciplinary Experiences and Workshops Inspired By  
the Artistic Avant-Garde to Spark Creativity and Innovation
PRESENTERS:
Innovation in Teaching Award Winner
Ryan Murray, 
Electronic Media & Film 

Based on the successes of the Interdisciplinary Fine 
Arts course “Creativity in the Fine Arts,” this session 
will offer a number of ideas for workshops, projects 
and course structures that can help turn the classroom 
into a laboratory for creative ideation. Though based 
on practices across the fine arts, adaptations of 
these ideas could be used in any discipline to expand 
students’ ability to create and innovate.

Evaluating Internships:  Chesapeake II 
Effectively Adapting Curricula and Harnessing  
Campus Resources to Address Industry-Specific Needs 
PRESENTERS:
Dr. Jaime R. DeLuca,  
Kinesiology

Dr. Jessica R.  
Braunstein-Minkove,  
Kinesiology

Ms. Lorie Logan 
Bennett,  
Career Services

Mr. John McKusick,  
Academic Advising

Ms. Liz Shearer,  
Study Abroad

Mr. Grady Sheffield,  
Campus Recreation

Mr. Dirron Allen, 
Student Activities

A brief, empirically-based presentation followed by a 
panel discussion will address the ways in which faculty 
can better structure their curricula and more effectively 
utilize campus resources to ensure a superior level of 
student success in internships, field experiences, and 
subsequent post-collegiate endeavors. 

Recommendations are derived from the results of 
extensive quantitative and qualitative empirical 
research with Towson Sport Management interns, in 
collaboration with Kacie Glenn, M.Ed., of the Towson 
Career Center.

UDL Principles in Action: Examples in Practice Chesapeake III

PRESENTERS:

Innovation in Teaching Award Winner 
Dr. Elizabeth Berquist,  
Educational Technology and Literacy

Dr. Bill Sadera,  
Educational Technology and Literacy

Dr. Sarah Lohnes Watulak, 
Educational Technology and Literacy

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a framework 
for meeting the challenge of learner variability and 
designing high-quality, standards-based instruction. 
This presentation will provide insight into the planning 
and implementation of the UDL framework in higher 
education settings. Participants will participate in a va-
riety of interactive experiences. These experiences will 
be designed to provide faculty with concrete strategies 
for offering multiple means of engagement, represen-
tation, action and expression in their coursework.
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Concurrent Sessions II 11 – 11:45 a.m.

Online Problem Based Learning and  UU 306 
Content Knowledge Change
PRESENTERS:

Innovation in Teaching Award Winner 
Dr. Kathleen Gould, 
Health Science

Problem Based Learning (PBL), a student-centered 
instructional strategy, has been suggested as a teach-
ing method to bridge the gap between theoretical 
knowledge and practical application. PBL also provides 
for active and collaborative learning in the online envi-
ronment. This project investigated changes in student 
content knowledge after participation in an online PBL 
module or traditional instruction in an undergraduate 
nutrition course. The findings of this project indicated 
that online PBL is an effective alternative to traditional 
instruction in undergraduate students.

Interactive Room Faculty Sharing Circles UU 314 – 316

PRESENTERS:
Dr. Elizabeth Angeli, 
College of Liberal Arts

Dr. Colleen Ebacher, 
College of Liberal Arts

Ms. Wendy Gibson, 
College of Education 

Dr. Qing Li, 
College of Education 

Dr. Suzanne Obenshain, 
College of Education

Mr. Wayne Robertson,  
Writing Center

Ms. Jessica Stansbury, 
College of Liberal Arts

Ms. Barbara Steele, 
College of Education

Dr. Precha Thavikulwat, 
College of Business & Economics

Dr. Niya Werts, 
College of Health Professions 

Mr. Arkhadi Pustaka, 
College of Education 

Expert faculty members will be available to discuss 
how they are engaging students and providing 
feedback using diverse instructional practices and 
technologies. 

Topics include:
• Student Blogs on 

Blackboard to Develop 
Critical Thinking

• Becoming a Blackboard 
Blackbelt

• Why Use Response 
Systems for Teaching 
and Learning?

• Responding to Student 
Writing Through Effec-
tive Feedback Practices 
(and saving time while 
doing it)

• Learning through the 
Lens

• Using the Smart Pen

• Games for Learning
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OAI Innovation in Teaching Noon –12:30 p.m. 

Award Presentation 

The Innovation in Teaching Awards honor faculty who have implemented outstanding 
innovative teaching approaches shown to increase student learning and success. 

2014 AWARD WINNERS 
College of Education

Dr. Elizabeth Berquist 
Special Education

College of Fine Arts  
and Communication

Ryan Murray 
Electronic Media & Film

College of Health  
Professions

Dr. Kathleen Gould 
Health Science

College of Liberal Arts

Dana Kollmann 
Sociology, Anthropology &  
Criminal Justice

Cook Library

Sara Arnold-Garza

Jess & Mildred Fisher 
College of Science and 
Mathematics

Dr. Matthew Hemm and  
Dr. Larry Wimmers 
Biology
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Student Panel 12:30 – 1:10 p.m.

Students will share their ideas and perceptions for successful teaching and student support.

STUDENT PANELISTS 
Ari Bard 
Sport Management,  
Undergraduate 

Greg Dreibelbis 
Mass Communications,  
Undergraduate

William Miller 
Biology, Graduate Student

Caitlin Stephens, 
Nursing, Undergraduate

Gloria Kombe, 
International Studies,  
Undergraduate

Sining Lian, 
Mathematics, Undergraduate

Robert D. Horner, Jr.,  
Computer Science,  
Undergraduate

Other students TBA
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Concurrent Sessions III 1:15 – 2 p.m.

Integrating Authentic Research into Chesapeake I 
Undergraduate Laboratory Classes
PRESENTERS:
Innovation in Teaching Award Winners
Dr. Matthew Hemm 
Biology 

Dr. Larry Wimmers,  
Biology

Students in inquiry-based classes are more engaged, 
learn and retain information better, and have a higher 
opinion of classes. To introduce students to inqui-
ry-based laboratory research, presenters created an 
interrelated set of curricula in which introductory and 
upper-level students participated in authentic, original 
research in which students could potentially discover 
new small proteins and the genes that encode them. 
Interaction between classes is encouraged; upper-level 
students introduce the project to the introductory 
students. Program design and results from cognitive 
assessments and surveys will be discussed.

Gaming the System: Chesapeake II  
How Gamification Changes our World 
PRESENTERS:

Dr. Precha Thavikulwat,  
Management 

Dr. Qing Li,  
Educational Technology and Literacy

Ms. Kimberly Miller,  
Library

Ms. Sarah Gilchrist,  
Library

Ms. Jessica Stansbury,  
Psychology

Mr. Matthew DiGirolamo,  
Student President,  
Towson University Gaming Organization

As we grow increasingly linked to online resources, 
games and gamification have gained popularity 
in higher education. When aligned with learning 
objectives, games as low-tech as tabletop games or as 
complicated as dynamic online learning systems can 
encourage discovery in innovative ways. In this session, 
panelists will share their experiences playing and using 
games to engage students, promote learning and 
transform instruction.
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Concurrent Sessions III 1:15 – 2 p.m.

Strategies for Transforming Face-to-Face  Chesapeake III 

Courses to Hybrid or Fully Online Courses
PRESENTERS:
Dr. David Robinson,  
Educational Technology and Literacy

Dr. David Wizer,  
Educational Technology and Literacy

Session attendees will be provided with strategies and 
components for the design of online learning including 
objectives, instructional procedures and assessment 
techniques. The Blackboard Learning Platform will be 
the technical focus for the incorporation of Universal 
Design for Learning (UDL) and the Quality Matters 
Guidelines (QM) into the online design framework. 
Additional electronic tools will be shared in facilitating 
the delivery of instruction.

Cook Librarians Flipped the Classroom, and So Can You!  UU 306

PRESENTERS:
Innovation in Teaching Award Winner
Sara Arnold-Garza 
Cook Library

In a flipped classroom, students watch lectures and 
view instructional materials before coming to class, 
and spend in-class time engaged in activities. This 
model can make more efficient use of class time, 
encourage student responsibility for learning, and 
support a variety of learning modes. It can also be 
challenging to implement. Student, librarian and facul-
ty responses to the library’s flipped instruction will be 
shared, along with planning strategies for improving 
chances of success.
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Thanks to our talented and dedicated  
January Conference Committee members!

Mary T. Casterline 
Special Events Manager 
Academic Affairs 
Office of the Provost

Audrey Cutler, M.S.  
Senior Instructional Designer  
Office of Academic Innovation

David Dahl, M.I.S., M.L.S. 
Information Technology Librarian 
Albert S. Cook Library 
http://pages.towson.edu/ddahl

La Tonya Dyer, M.S., M.A. 
Manager, Course Development 
Office of Academic Innovation

Colleen Ebacher, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Foreign Languages 
College of Liberal Arts

Jeremy M. Farkas 
Coordinator, Technology and Support  
 for CBE 
College of Business and Economics

Cindy Ghent, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Fisher College of Science and Mathematics

Susan Kirchner, Ph.D. 
Chair and Professor 
Department of Dance 
College of Fine Arts & Communication

Bonnie Maras Brown, M.S. 
Lecturer 
Department of Educational Technology 
and Literacy 
College of Education

Kimberly Miller, M.S.I. 
Research & Instruction Librarian 
 for Emerging Technologies 
Psychology Department Liaison 
Albert S. Cook Library

Jane E. Neapolitan, Ed.D. 
Assistant Provost 
Office of Academic Innovation

Sharma Pillutla, Ph.D. 
Chair and Associate Professor 
Department of e-Business  
 and Technology Management 
College of Business and Economics 
http://pages.towson.edu/pillutla

Jessica A. Stansbury, M.A. 
Lecturer 
Psychology Department 
College of Liberal Arts

Niya Werts, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Health Science 
College of Health Professions

Thanks to Associate Vice President and CIO Jeffrey Schmidt and the Office of  
Technology Services staff members for their generous support of this event!

January Conference Committee Members
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Due by January 31, 2014:  
Faculty Learning Community Application 
Would you like to learn more about Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in a 
small group of Towson faculty? Are you interested in integrating one or more 
UDL principles in your spring classes?

OAI is currently accepting applications for new UDL Professional Learning 
Community groups. Faculty participants will attend one meeting per month, 
led by a trained faculty facilitator. 

Professional Learning Community members will 
receive:

• Monthly interactive professional development 
sessions on UDL led by a trained faculty facilitator

• Access to free materials that support flexible 
curriculum design.

• A $500 stipend (paid in Summer 2014 and 
contingent upon completion of course materials 
that apply the UDL framework).

Spark #6 Event: April 9, 2014 from 5:30 – 8 p.m. 
Proposal Deadline: February 19, 2014
Towson Spark events provide faculty a platform to share anything and every-
thing regarding education, teaching, learning and technology. Ten presenters 
each have five five minutes and 20 slides to “spark” a conversation about their 
subject matter. In addition, there are networking opportunities before and after 
the event.

Spark #6  
Wednesday, April 9, 2014 
5:30–8 p.m.  
Towson University Marriott Conference Hotel 
Greenridge-Hampton Rooms

Upcoming Events

For more information:  
Please see the application 
in your January Conference 

tote or contact Tammy Adams 
(tadams@towson.edu).

To submit your  
proposal and register:  

www.towson.edu/spark
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Hold the Date: Faculty Chat Series – Topic TBA
The Faculty Chat Series is an opportunity for faculty to come together in a 
relaxed atmosphere to discuss a range of topics and issues that speak to the 
underlying values of teaching and learning in higher education today. Through 
ongoing dialogue and understanding of multiple perspectives, the Faculty 
Chats act as a catalyst for creating a professional culture of commitment, 
renewal and transformation. 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014  
11:30 a.m.–1 p.m. 
West Village Commons 
Meeting Room 3 (0306) 

Facilitated by Dr. Allison McCartney, Associate Professor of Political Science

Online Workshops on Emerging Technologies  
and Teaching Online
The Office of Academic Innovation and OTS co-sponsor Towson’s membership 
to Sloan-C. All Towson faculty members are invited to attend one or more 
Sloan-C online workshops for free. All workshops are offered in a fully online 
format, and require a time commitment of either several consecutive hours or 
one week.

For a list of upcoming workshops:  
http://sloanconsortium.org/workshops

OTS Training Workshops
OTS Training offers a variety of in-person 
workshops, custom training, online resources and 
use of an extensive online training library through 
Lynda.com on a variety of technology topics. 

Upcoming Events

For more information:  
www.towson.edu/oai

To register:  
oai@towson.edu 

For more information: 
www.towson.edu/

otstraining or contact 
training@towson.edu
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OFFICE OF ACADEMIC INNOVATION

Universal Design for Learning - Professional Development Network

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a set of principles for curriculum development that give all
individuals equal opportunities to learn. UDL provides a blueprint for creating instructional goals,
methods, materials, and assessments that work for everyone--not a single, one-size-fits-all solution but
rather flexible approaches that can be customized and adjusted for individual needs (CAST, 2012).

Learn more about Universal Design for Learning.
Learn more about UDL and higher education through the National UDL Center.

The deadline has passed for the Spring 2014 UDL PLC applications

However, you can still register for an interactive Introductory Workshop about Universal Design for
Learning on February 21, 2014.

What is the UDL-PDN at Towson University?

The Office of Academic Innovation is seeking faculty members interested in joining our expanding UDL
Professional Development Network (UDL-PDN) during the Spring 2014 semester as members of
professional learning communities (PLCs).

PLC members will work in small groups to explore advances in the learning sciences and flexible
curricular materials in order to develop a deep understanding of UDL and its application to instruction in
higher education. Each PLC will be led by a coach with a background in UDL and PLC facilitation.

Spring 2014 PLC members will be interested in expanding their knowledge of UDL by working in a
collaborative team and willing to use new learning by creating course materials that apply the UDL
framework.

Benefits of Participation

PLC members will receive:
Monthly interactive professional development sessions on UDL
Access to free materials that support flexible curriculum design
A $500 stipend (paid in Summer 2014 and contingent about completion of course materials that
apply the UDL framework)

Questions?

Contact Dr. Liz Berquist.

Office of Academic Innovation 
Cook Library Room 405 
Summer Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am - 4:00pm 

Phone: 410-704-2005 
E-mail: oai@towson.edu

 

 
Program facilitator Dr. Liz
Berquist discusses the 
UDL Professional
Learning
Communities (YouTube
with captions available).
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 January 31, 2014 -
Applications are due

February 7, 2014 -
Applicants notified

Spring 2014 - Professional
Development Community
Members meet monthly
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Visiting

Campus Tours

University Police
410-704-2134

Text Alerts
Sign up now   
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